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Beak Jung-ki notes the ideal structure of nature and appearance. He would not avoid 

encountering metaphysical themes derived from this structure, such as essence and outer 

appearance, real and false images. He poses philosophical questions concerning nature and 

fundamental forms hidden behind visible images. These questions seem associated with Jean 

Baudrillard’s concept of simulacra. For Baudrillard, the images we view in reality can never show a 

realistic relation and meaning. All meanings and linguistic incidents in reality are thus merely 

artificial discourses ‘produced’ within diverse social relations and structures, and also manmade 

models of fundamental meaning and form. 

 

Greener Greener (2009), the original work of Blue Pond, makes viewers aware of how easily we 

embrace conventional images in daily life. He dissolves blue pigment and makes a pond 

brimming with blue water to represent the distance between our symbolized, codified 

phenomenal experience and the structure of our perception. He alludes that the system of our 

awareness, recognizing water is blue, is close to Fascist violence by presenting overly blue water. 

He tries to make viewers attend the process of deconstructing the manipulated, forced system of 

recognition, and remove the skin of simulacra covering object and being.  

 

Beak’s awareness of simulacra is of significance in his work. The Vaseline series, executed before 

Greener Greener (2009), shows an exploration of phenomenal fact and discourse. Vaseline is a 

mere chemical compound for skin moisturizing, but has the effects of a panacea, producing 

diverse networks of meaning in a social context. His work filling the cracks of a wall or producing 

helmets, armor, and gloves with Vaseline presents Vaseline generating discourse and a semantic 

network.  

 

If analyzed from a strictly philosophical perspective, the two series cannot be interpreted in the 

same context. While Greener Greener puts importance on the realization and acquisition of the 

essential, substantial recognition of objects, taking off the skin of simulacra, the Vaseline series 

gives a warm gaze to simulacratic perception and considers Baseline an emotional panacea, not a 

mere chemical compound. In the previous pieces of Greener Greener, Beak was indulged in water-



related life and healing rather than rational insights into the simulacratic view of the world. This is 

why viewers see discourse on ‘treatment’ very significant for the artist. 

 

This Vaseline series and other works addressing water as the main theme showed a connection 

between the image of ‘healing’ and the archetypal image and fundamental utility of water. The 

exhibition, Sweet Rain (2010), held at Insa Art Space last May, has the subject and form 

inseparable from the themes of water, original form, and life. For the artist however, the discourse 

on ‘healing’ is perhaps a lifelong issue he has to pursue, or at times a burden he wants to unload.  

 

The artist himself recognizes the project, Sweet Rain, works as a life-related image, or can be seen 

by viewers to be an image for ‘healing’. At the same time, he warns that the philosophical 

connotation of sweet rain is forgotten and veiled with the subject of ‘healing’. At this point, he 

again argues that philosophical insight and spiritual awakening deconstructing fixed notions may 

be seen as a process of spiritual healing. Beak presents Blue Pond, remade from Greener Greener, 

continuing the discourse on ‘healing’ he addressed in his previous works.  

 

Blue Pond is a remake of Greener Greener, which he did in 2009. The core of remaking work often 

executed in music and film is not a mere repetition of the original or technical supplement of the 

original. Since it is a work of reconstructing or reinterpreting the previous original, based on the 

structure being newly perceived in the present place and time, this work has to encapsulate 

conversion and change in the artist’s perception, exploration of new possibilities, and the 

maturation and evolution of creative capability. The two are perhaps seen as the same work for 

viewers. 

 

Blue Pond, featuring an artificial pond with blue water represented by dissolving a blue pigment, 

therefore demonstrates the artist’s attempt to review and reposition his own awareness of the 

world and his ideal attitude. In fact, an exhibition is a process of positioning artworks 

encapsulating one’s perception and thought, and repositioning his inner position. This Beak’s 

exhibition showcasing a remake of his previous show should be an opportunity to examine his 

attitude evolved from the original. In this sense, the exhibition is meaningful in that it provides 

himself with the opportunity to reflect on his art world and logic of his work after returning to 

Korea.  

 

Responding faithfully to his personal experience, the artist lends existential weight to the 



discourse on communication and healing he has sought as the answer to his question about the 

true nature of art, he has seriously pursued since his early work. Since Greener Greener he has 

focused on work distinguishable from his juvenilia, highlighting simulacratic perception of the 

world and spiritual awakening based on rational logic and insight. It is expected that Blue Pond 

can communicate with viewers as ‘a creatively reiterated work’ bearing the potential energy of 

distinction and creation, moving beyond simple reproduction or repetition.  

 

 


